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The Mil l :  Re-use and Reclamation in Melbourne’s Zones of Neglected History 

Australia’s contemporary urban condition is becoming increasingly defined by its nature as a post-industrial city. In the context 
of declining natural resources on a global scale the reclamation and re-use of former industrial sites will be a key design 
challenge as we progress further into the twenty-first century. Often constructed using innovative technology and with unique 
spatial characteristics the relics of our city’s former industrial past offer insight into our cultural history, but also lie rich with 
potential for new approaches to sustainable adaptive re-use.  

The Mill interrogates the issues surrounding the increasing erasure of the industrial heritage fabric of Melbourne. Utilizing the 
proposed demolition of the former Boiler House at the Amcor Paper Mill in Fairfield as a case study it critiques the proposed 
demolition of this significant building as ecologically and culturally unsustainable. As a holistic design proposition The Mill 
carefully considers the impact of a large suburban development on this former industrial site. Acknowledging the embodied 
energy in the former building the project integrates ecological benefits such as a localised power supply, introduced urban 
greenery, and bio-remediation. At a social level the proposed community services such as indoor wintergarden, maker spaces 
and workshops are intended to provide support for the surrounding population and to facilitate inter-generational knowledge 
transfer and informal learning. Utilising the surplus heat and steam from the energy production the public bathhouse provides 
an alternative place of gathering and recreation in a bid to draw the community together. Celebrating the unique spatial 
qualities of the former use the project celebrates the industrial sublime and embodies an architecture of restraint, where small, 
targeted interventions are proposed for the sole purpose of opening, revealing and delighting in the existing condition.   

Precinct Strategy: Industr ia l  Heritage Park, & Bio-remediat ion  
Appreciating the site as a peri-urban space the project hypothesizes on the opportunity for the adaptive re-use of the building 
and riverfront precinct as a vibrant community hub for the proposed surrounding suburban development. 
 
Ecological Benef it :  Drawing on the principles of the sublime and picturesque the proposal engages with the possibility of 
the site as an industrial heritage park with evolving ruins in a reclaimed landscape. As a brownfield site the elimination of toxins 
is achieved through a process of bio-remediation and the park is intended to improve the health of the adjacent Yarra River.  
Social Benef it :  Connecting the proposed pedestrian and bike route along the Yarra River to the precinct through a series of 
outdoor rooms in the landscape the site encourages the free flow of visitors through the remaining fragments of the former 
industry and acts as a transition to the proposed residential development beyond. At the riverfront the floating pontoon, 
community plantings and picnic spot provide views and an engagement with the important watercourse, encouraging the re-
appropriation of the zone by the community.  
Moments of Del ight: At a precinct level the project celebrates the relationship between the river and the remnants of the 
former industry, acknowledging the unique amenity of this natural resource and to encourage outdoor activities along the 
riverfront. Through small interventions across the site the intention is to encourage reflection on the relationship that the river 
once had with the mill and boiler house.    
 
Architectural Strategy: Adaptive Re-use, Sustainable Energy Production & Creat ive Sector Funding 
The project challenges the proposed demolition of the 1954 glazed Boiler House on the site as ecologically, socially and 
culturally unsustainable and speculates on an adaptive re-use proposal that integrates sustainable energy production and 
space for community maker spaces.  
 
Ecological Benef it :  Acknowledging the role of localized energy production as an alternative approach to energy supply in 
the twenty-first century the project draws on the history of the site as a power station and proposes the conversion of the 
former coal-fired boiler into a sustainable energy supply. Adapted to be powered by geo-thermal and solar energy harvested 
from the extensive curtain wall façade the carbon neutral building becomes a landmark at the heart of the community 
development. This approach of sustainable localised energy production is used to subsidise creative sector funding, providing 
both ecological and social benefits across the site.  
Social Benef it :  Fusing community, private and commercial activities the Boiler House is converted into an integrated system 
of production, leisure and gathering. Acknowledging Melbourne’s burgeoning maker revolution and the need for platforms for 
membership-based co-working facilities the ground level is transformed into a dynamic collaborative research hub with 
fabrication workshop, exhibition display and presentation zones. Above, private ateliers are co-located with a community 
glasshouse and polyvalent event space around the working boiler. On the upper level a public bathhouse, sourcing steam 
from the boiler, re-interprets the former use of the building and celebrates the opportunity of a closed-loop energy – water – 
leisure system. The insertion of a wintergarden in the building improves indoor air quality and provides a unique space of urban 
greenery that can be enjoyed across the seasons.  
Moments of Del ight: Integrated with the structural elements of the remaining industrial use architectural interventions are 
considered to encourage an appreciation of this unique spatial experience. By fusing public, private and commercial activities 
the building is revived as a living, contemporary factory.  
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1. A FIELD LIES FALLOW,  AWAITING
we wander, 
meandering
through the remnants of an industrial past. 

2. RIGHT TO THE RIVER
basking on the banks of the yarra river 
we celebrate 
in the shadows of former histories

3, INTER CROPPING HYBRID LANDSCAPES
animating the riverfront 
land  lying fallow renewed
regenerating for a new future

PRECINCT STRATEGY 
The Industrial Sublime -  Bioremediation and Community

THE RUINS OF 20TH‑CENTURY MODERNITY, AS SEEN THROUGH THE 
CONTEMPORARY PRISM, BOTH UNDERCUT AND STIMULATE THE 
UTOPIAN IMAGINATION, CONSTANTLY SHIFTING AND 
DETERRITORIALIZING OUR DREAMSCAPE.        
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THE DREAM WORKSHOP
The Post-Industrial Factory
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The Mill

1. The Kunsthalle - exhibition/community space

2. The Lab - co-working & workshop 

3. The Steam Room-  bikram hot yoga

4. The Boiler Room Studios - start-up studios

5. The Boiler - alternative energy supply

6. The Pit - lecture/conversation space

7. The Glasshouse - indoor community garden

8. The Coal Bath -  public bath house
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